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ANALYSIS OF THE FRENCH GASOLINE MARKET SINCE THE 
DEREGULATION OF PRICES 

Frédéric LANTZ, Chris IOANNIDIS (*) 

Abstract : in !his paper, we have investigated the behaviour of gasoline priccs in France O\'er the penod 
1980-1990. We have established thar the price liberalisation meaiures introduced in 198'.i were succtssfd in 
integrating the domestlc market to the Europe,u, one, but the proccss of integration is still in progress. The 
behaviour of the Tax Authorities did not inhibit price flexibi!ity with final gasoline prices responding 
symmetrically to international gasoline price changes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The evolution of gasoline demand in France 

Gasoline consumption has risen steadily in France since the 70's, and it is currenty standing 
in 1991 at 18 mT, 50 % above its level in the seventies. This growth in consumption has 
shown a rathet irregular pattern. Consumption grew strongly between 1970 to 1973 at an 
annual rate of 8.5 % p.a., but after the first oil shock its growth slowed down to 3.1 % p.a. 
over the remaining years. During the first half of the eighties the growth of petrol 
consumption did not rise above 1 % p.a., and consumption stagnation was further matked 
by three successive falls in consumption between 1989 and 1991. 

The evolution of demand of gasoline is characterised by a period of strong growth followed 
by a slow-down and finally by stable consumption and such pattern classifies it as a 
necessity (Pasinetti, 1988). The observed reduction in demand during the last six years is 
correlated with a marked increase of diesel comsumption, as the stock of diesel powered 
cars has risen from 11 % to 16 % during titis period. 

The analysis of gasoline price variation which we will be developing in the following 
sections will therefore be integrated in the context of consumption stability during the 80's. 

(•) respectively Institut Français du Pétrole and University o.f Cardiff 
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1.2 Gasoline supply conditions 

The retail market for gasoline is during the past tcn years has wimess some dramatic 
changes roth in the number and the character of its outlets. Th number of retail delivery 
points was reduced trom 40400 in 1980 to 25700 in 1990 and at the same time an ever 
inceasing share was captured by the supermarket chains which in 1990 accounted for 40 % 
of total sales compared to 13 % a decade ago. 

The sources of gasoline supply for the French market were liberalised in the seventie:s with 
the introduction of simplified procedures for oil contingent imports and the abandoning of 
the quota system in the SO's. With this char.ge in the regulatory system, strong competi1ive 
forces emerged between the oil companies which are vertically i1Jtegrated and therefore 
profide both both refining and distribution facilities and the specialised distribut:>rs and the 
supermarket chains (Bonis-Charancle, 1990). 

ln the new environment the origin of supply of gasoline in France have altered as with 
imports of gaso!ine now accounting for 19.5 % of total domestic supply compared to 3.55 
% in the seventies. At 1he same time the share of domestic production èevoted to exports 
has risen from 1 % to 19.2 %. The European Cornmunity countrie, provide 75 % of 
imports and recieve 39 % of French t:xports, which is strong prima-facia evidence of the 
imernationalisation of the French gasoline market. This process will in turn imply that 
international quoted spo, p!'ices for gasoline, such as the Rotterdarnspot prices, will now be 
the main pricing signal, in the French market. 

1.3 Taxes on gasoline in France 

Taxes on gasoline represent almost three quarters of the retail price, 76 % for super in 1991. 
The total revenue from gasoline taxes stood at FF 98bn in 1990 corresponding to 6. 9 % of 
the French Budget. 

We can distinguish three categories of taxes, a) TIPP ("Taxe Intérieure sur les Produits 
Pétroliers") internai taxon petroleum products, b) the taxes on gasoline collected for public 
organisations and c) the Value Added Tax (TVA). 

In a more convenient classification we can group together the first two taxes - excice taxes -
which are quoted at FF per liter and the TV A which is proportional to the unit value of the 
gasoline before its application. These two types of tax represent 80% and 20% respectively 
of the total revenue in 1990 

2. GASOLINE PRICES IN FRANCE 

The consumption price of gasoline was an administrated price from 1945 to the end of 
1985. The decision to liberalise gasoline prices followed the decision of the European Court 
of Justice which ruled that the current practices were inhibiting competition between 
distributors. The dismantling of the price control system was thus the result of the 
persistence of specialised distributors and super-markets which sought the judgement of the 
European Court. At the same time, international oil prices fell bringing down the cost of 
imported oil into France. 
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The path towards the deregulation of the gasoline mark.et in France has been a long one. Il 
began with the announcement of price liberalisation from january I 980, in august 1978, 
which was never implememed due to the second oil price shock. In may 1982 the price 
controls which set minimum and maximum prices for gasoline were replaced by a fisc:ü 
formula which allowed a more rapid response of the consumption price to changes in the 
price of oil, and during the winter 1983-84 the dollar exchange rate used for the calculation 
of the price formula was capped to stop the rapid rise in the price of gasoline before taxes. 

The price liberalisation of february 1985 was made effective in the context of fallini; oil 
prices and the emergence of strong competition among distributors and retailers. 

3. ECONOM!C METHODOLOGY 

The gasoline price liberalisation should in principle result in the doser imegration of the 
French gasoiine market with the European one. The ever closer price links between the two 
markets should increase the competitive pressures on the domestic refining industry as the 
price of imports will not only reflect the raw material price but also tile proce~sing refining 
and transport costs. 

But although the increased internationalisation of the French retail market is bound to affect 
the price of gasoline before tax, it is not clear whether the final consumer gain from the 
change in the commercial environment, as the State can appropriate the gains by increasing 
ta1œs, thus leaving unaltered the price to thtl consumer. 

Our first task is to esmblish whether the retail price of gasoline exhibits a long-run 
relationship with the Rotterdam spot price, once local consumption pressures are accounted 
for. If such relationship is found to cxist then it can be adequately described by an Error 
Correction Mechanism (ECM), and observed departures of the local price from the 
intemationally quoted price are purely temporary. 

Unsing momhly information on the spot price of gasoline in Rotterdam, the retail price of 
gasoline in France before and after tax and the monthly consumption we proceed to test the 
hypothesis of market integration for the period 1980ml to 1990m12. 

Following Ravaillon (1986), we propose in the first instance the following simplified 
econometric mode! of price formation. We will assume that there are two types of markets, 
the 'dominant' market where prices are set by some auction process, and whose prices are 
independent of the trading process in the second type of markets the 'local' market. 

Thus one can write the price formation equations in the two markets as follows : 

PJ (t) = P(t) (!) 

where Pl denotes the price in the 'dominant' market, P(t) is an exogenous process : 

Pj(t) "'Fi (Pl (t), Xi(t)) (2) 
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where Pi(t) denotes the price quoted in local market i and Xi(t) is a vector of varir..bles which 
captures local demand and/or supply conditions 

To establish the statistical framework for the test of market imegration .:onsider the 
following general dynamic mode! : 

Pj(t) = A(L) FJ(L) + B(L) Pj(t·I) + C('..,) Xi(t) 

The following hypotheses can now be tested : 

1) If the markets are segmented, this implies A(L) = 0 

2) For immediate integration A(O)=l and A(L)/I·B = 1 

3) For long-run integration we requirc A(L)/l-B(L)"' 1 

and finally for, 

(3) 

4) The absence of influence of local market conditions C(L) a,Q 

Recent developments in the analysis of rime series have utUised the c0ncept of cointeg,ation 
to establish the validity of proposed 'equilibrium' relationships between econo:nic rime 
series. Economie time series where found to follow non-stationary stochastic processes 
such as random walk with ot without drift, rendering meaningless the conrept of tht: mean 
and variance of the series, as they are both fonctions of time. Weakly stationarity time serit:s 
on the other hand have well defined means and variances both of which .:.re tme invariant, 
thus allowing for the normal statistical inference for the testing of hypotheses concerning 
their mean and variance. Non-stationary time series can transformed into stationary ones by 
appropriate differencing, and if a non stationary series must be differenced d tîmes to 
become I(d). The concept of cointegration as est.ablished by Oranger (1981), Oranger and 
Engel (1987), refers to combinations of non-stationary series. If a number of series 
represented by the vector Z(t), are each integrated of order d, but there exist linear 
combinations, u(t) = A Z(t), whose order of integration is lower than d, d-b (b>O), then the 
series are said to be cointegrated Z(t) - CI(d,b), and the coefficients assigned to these linear 
combinations (A) are collectively called the cointegrating vectors (which are nomeans 
unique). If the series in question are of integrated of order one and they are cointegrated, 
thus their linear combination is stationary, then a valid ECM exists between them. 

Thus if Z(t) is a K x 1 vector of series ail integrated of order 1 and u(t) = A Z(t) - I(O) then 
the following general error correction representation can be derived : 

O(L) ( 1 · L) Z(t) = -A Z(t) + H(L) e(t) (4) 

where G(L) is a finite order polynomial in the lag operator appropriately normalised and so 
is H(L), and at least one element of Z(t) is non-zero. Ali the. elements entering (4) are 
weakly stationary and thus standard statistîcal procedures can be applied for testing, with no 
fear of spurious correlations due to common trends. 
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4. EMPIRlCAL RESUL TS 

4.1 Price integratîon 

Ali four series, three price series and the consumption series were tcsted for stationarity. 
The pliœ seiie.s are ail expressed in "real" French Frnnc (FF), and none of them exhibit~d 
any seasoml pattern. The serics of gasoline consumption was higly seasonal, but aftcr 12th 
order differencing ail seasonal pattern were removed. 

ln the stationarity tests cmployeé here the nul! hypothesis is that the scri"s under 
investig~tion are in..egrated of orJer one, and if the null hypothsis is rejccted this 1s takcn as 
evidencc in favour of stationarity. The following table (I'able !) summarises the evidence 
of out tests. 

Table l Tests for stctionarlty (with trend) 

S~ries DF ADF(4) ADF(lO) (*) 

ln(prt) ·2.26 -1.94 -2.31 
ln(prbt) -2.14 -1.76 -1.87 
In(prr) -2.16 -2.17 -l.88 
In(q) -6.27 -9.40 -4.03 

(withont u·end) 

iiln(prt) -8.05 -5.93 -3.17 
iiln(prbt) -7.96 -5.44 -2.87 
iiln(prr) -8.40 -5.19 -3.25 

with, 

prt : "real", after tax, consumption price of gasoline; 
prbt: "real", before mx, consumption price of gasoline; 
prr : "real" in FF, Rotterdam spot price of gasoline; 
q : gasolinc consumption in mT. 

Our test indicate all prices selies are non-stationury whilst, the value of the test statistics 
indicate the rejeçtion of the nul! hypothesis of noo-stationarity. The first difference of the 
series are ail stationary allowing as to conclude that ail three "real" price series are 
integrated of order !. 

Our aim is now to establish whether the domcstic priccs before and after-tax are 
cointegrated with the intemationally quoted spot gasoline prices. 

(*) The 5% critical values for the DF and the ADF(4), ADF(IO) tesLs for the number of observations used 
are -3.44 wiU1 a tune trend and -2.88 wit11001 trend 
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Following Johansen (1988), we test for cointegration bctween the dome3ric prices before 
and after Wx and the Rotterdam spot prices, ail exprcssed in "real" FF. The fo!]l)wing table 
(Table 2) summarises the test statistics for the whole period, and the two sub-period, the 
first spanning the 19801111 - 19851111 (i.e. the period bcforc lib0ralisation), and the second 
covering the period from 1985m2 to 1990ml2. 

The following table summarises our results, for a chosen V AR of order 4, allowing for 
deterministic trends. 

Table 2 : Testing for the existence of cointcgrating vectors variables 
{ln(prbt), ln(prr)} = Zt 

Period 

l 980m5-! 985m I 
1985m2-1990m12 
1980m5-l990m 12 

15.2() * 
20.21 * 
21.35 * 

r = number o: cointegrating vectors 
* "' indicates rejection of the null hypl'thesis at 5% 

H(/ r-0 Hl 
2 

r~l 

18.56 * 
23.89 * 
21.91 * 

Our results provide evidence that the domestic before rnx price was cointegrated with the 
Rotterdam pricc. However the rejection of the null hypothesis in the first period is rather 

marginal as the clitieal value of the statistics is 14.9 for Ho 1 
.ind l 7.9 for H0 

2 
rendering 

the conclusion of cointegration very tenious indeed. In contras! the results for the second 
sub .. period show that the rejection of the null hypothesis of no-cointegration is robust. For 
the whole sample wc are able to reject the null hypothesis, due to the reference of the 
second period. 

French gasolinc priccs before tax were shown to be more sensitive to internationale price 
movements after liberalisation, thus exerting strong pressure to domestic refining margins. 

The estimated cointegraling vector for the whole period ut= A Zt' with A"[A 11 A12J"' 
[-1, 0.89), on whieh we tested the hypothesis of perfcct market intcgration, i.e. A12= !. 

î11e hypothesis was conclusively rejected, as the resulting x1
2 test statistics,was 7.2. 

We have repcated the cointegration tests, in order to establish whethcr, the final, after tax, 
consumption price of gasoline hecame more responsivc to the spot p1i.ces. The results are 
summa1ised in table 3. 

Table 3 ('l : Testing for the existence of cointegrating vectors variables 
{ln(prt), ln(prr)} = Zt 

(•) Si1nilar results wel"e ohtaincd, whcn quamiûes consumed werc includcd in tlle V AR system propose<! by 
Johanscn, and the rcsulL5 are availahle on request from the autlwrs. 
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Period 

1980m5-1985m I 
1985m2-l 990m l 2 
l 980m5- l 990m 12 

H/ r.=CHI1
1 

r=l 

9.55 
13.6 
13.0 

r ""numbcr of coinœgrating vectors 
+ = indicates rejection of the null hypothesis at 5% 

10.78 
19.2 * 
14.3 

With the exception of the second sub-period there is no cointegrating vector betwecn after 
truc prices and Rotterdam spot. But in the sec,md sub-period there is encouraging but by no 
means unambigious evidence that the domestic market has be..:ome better integrated into the 
European market. Th1;: cointegrating vectur for the period was estimated A= [A 11 A12J = 
[ -1, 0.22]. 

The change in the commercial regime facilited the proccss of integration of the French 
gasolinc market intu the Europtean, but it did 1101 establish it immediately. We next examine 
the extent to which therc have bccn shifts in the price generation process. both before and 
after tax, using a sin,plc dynamic equations of the fo1m : 

(5.1) 

and 

(5.2) 

wherc ql2 is the seasonaly adjust2d levcl of gasolinc consumption. 

We present the recursive estimates of the coefficients a 1, b1, because their e·,olution 

provides with a useful insight into the process of ad justement to the new market conditions. 

Figure 1 presents the recursive estimates of a 1 and figure 2 presents those of b 1. Thcre is a 

striking similarity bctween the two graphs. Both show a slowupward movement from the 
beginning of the liberalisation period, with the trend continuing for the beforc tax price 
showing forther progress in the proccss of integration. The coefficient a3, b3 decline over 

the period indicating that prices have becomc progrcssively Jess incrt and more responsive 
to the international price developments. 

Both the cointegration and the recursive estimation results point unambigiously towards 
grcatcr, if not perfect. integration of the French gasoline market. Our empirical cvidcnce 
suggests that the process is still unde1way as far as the before tax price is concemed. After 
tax prices have also become more responsive to gasoline price movements but their 

Altering the sample of the second sub-pcri\ld, from 1985m2-1990ml2 to 1986m2-1990ml2, the rejeclion 
of the null hyp\lUicsis is much stronger with the relevant test statistics obtaining values 26.8 and 32.9 
respectivcly. This we take il as evidence m a graduai adjustment of domestic price setting to the new 
commercial regiJne. 
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progress has been consiùernbly slower and whether the tax regime hus in!libited the 
flexibility of final consumption is the next question wc turn our attention to, by examining 
the possible symmetry of price responses. 

4.2 Symmetry of pdce reactions 

The fall of the real price of gasoline from its collapsc between fric summt:r of 1985 end the 
spring of 1986, has generated a number of questions concerning the symmetry of :irice 
reactions al the different stag0s of commercialisation ans the response of consumers facing 
such symrnetrics (Wirl, 1991). 

Following Kurrenbrock (1991), we will test the symmetrics of prices reactions of ùomestic 
prices, before taxes, to impulses from the Rotterdam spot market, and subsequently the 
responsc of after iax prices to changes in the before tax price~. 

'Thus. we wili be able to dt\tennine whether the authorities from the fol! in gasoline prices. 

For the anulysis we will study simply the roactions of D(rrbt) to D(pn") in the context of the 
f(,Jlowing mode! : 

(6) 

where ,:\. + denotes positive changes (otherwise assumes the value 0) and !:,." de,1otes 
negative changes. Using equation (6), testing for symmetry is cquivalent to testing the 
validity of the hypothesis c 1 = c2. The following table (table 4) summarises our results for 

the second sub-period l 985m2-1990m 12. 

Table 4 Testing for symmetric price responses variables D(prbt), D(prr} 

Mode! 

Unconstr. 

Constr. 

0.1542 
(1.85) 

0.1617 
(3.15) 

0.1972 
C 1.98) 

(both intercepts wen:: insignificant) 
(): Student 

+ 
,:\. (pff\.1 ,Ç(pff\.1 RSS 

0.6522 0.502 0.237 
(7 .75) (4.93) 

0.5869 0.241 
( 11.2) 

The F-test for the equality of coefficients cannot reject the null hypothesis of c 1 = c2. So, 

we conclude that domestic prices before tax reacted symmetricaly to international 
conditions. 
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To analyse the influence of taxes on the behaviour c,f gasoline prices for the en tire pcriod 
we use the mode! : 

(7) 

U sing the same raùonalc we test for syrnmetric price responses by testing the resn·iction d I 
= d2 und we have also tested for the temporal stability of the coefficients, fwrn 1985, to 

estnblish if there is a change in the behaviour of th<' tax authorities after the price 
liberalisation. Table 5 contains our results 

Table 5 Testing for symmetric price rcsponscs variables t..tp1·t), t..(prbt) 

Model t.. + (prht\ t..-(prbt\ RSS 

Unconstraintr:,d 1.110 1.242 0.1559 
1980m2-1990m 1'.2 (19.8) (21. 7) 

Constrainted 1.175 0.1586 
l980m2-1990m 12 (33.6) 

Unconstrainted 1.132 1.216 0.0890 
1985m2-l990ml2 (17 .9) (18.5) 

Constrainted 1.173 0.0898 
l980m2-1990m12 (30.8) 

(): Student 

Again as in the previous case we were unahle to reject the null hypothesis of symmetric 
price rcsponses. From the results of table 5, we conclude that the authorities have not 
gaincd frorn the price variations as the coefficient of the constrained mode! is not 
significantly difforent from 1.18 (i.e. l + rate of tax on added value). 

However, both a stepwise chow test and a cusum test reveale a structiral change from july 
1985 which is the last period of real gasolinc retail pricc increase. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The consumption price of gasoline has seen a substantial fall over the last five years. 'The 
measure taken by the government to introduce competitive pressures into the domestic 
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market have been successful. The traditional domestic suppliers have fout!d that new 
speciaiised distributors could import and distribute w the French market at intemationally 
quoted pdces using an alrcady established dis:ribution network. The behaviour of excise 
dulies did ;mt inhibit. the final consumption prices from adjusting te, its intemnior.:;.l level of 
inflation and exchang<él rate movemcnts have being taken into i;.ccount. 
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